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Charter continues to be a warm and inviting space for current and new members, and given our recent
rise in membership, Charter has become increasingly vibrant as well. Academically, members study
together in the library (or any quiet corner of the club for that matter) and we host initiatives such as
Thesis Tuesdays and Junior Independent Work Wednesdays. We have prioritized mental health
initiatives such as Self-Care Nights, Study Breaks, and Moonlight Yoga as well. We have events
catering to diverse interests, from Intramural Sports to Poker Mondays and Super Smash Bros
Tournaments. Our social calendar includes weekly Study Breaks, Intramural Games and
Tournaments, monthly Semiformals, and House Parties. With the recent addition of 120+
Sophomore members pursuing numerous different concentrations and certificates allowing for
intellectual conversations and debates. Additionally, our current membership is involved in news
organizations, sports teams, dance groups, volunteer committees, USG, and numerous other student
organizations which has resulted in a diverse club environment.

Technology

Our computer cluster consists of six multi-monitor computers and a printer regularly maintained by
our Tech Chair. We have invested in a shared club Chromebook to stream music at our social events
and to stream political debates, reality shows, and sports games at study breaks for the membership.
Our incoming Gear Chair and Tech Chair will also work together to create a gear website for members
and alumni.

Service and Sustainability

Charter is increasing the membership’s awareness of their environmental impact. Charter is still
teamed up with Terracycle through a Solo cup initiative to recycle cups at our Friday night and

Member’s Events. We have encouraged the membership to use glass cups and mugs instead of paper
and plastic cups. We have also limited the use of plastic cutlery and styrofoam plates at regular dinners
to reduce plastic waste. Charter plans to look into composting as well. We are looking forward to our
yearly Auction Semiformal event which integrates the Sophomores into Charter as well as raises funds
which we donate to charity. Last year we donated money to needy children.

